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UNIVERSITY OF OSLO 
Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences 
Examination in IN3060/IN4060 

2020 SPRING 

Duration: 5. June 2020 to 12. June 2020 

Place: written home exam. 

It is important that you read this page carefully before you start. 

General information: 

● For some of the questions, you can upload the answers as a PDF. How to make a 
PDF-file. 

● Remember that your submission need to be anonymous, do not write your name in 
your submission. 

● All examination support materials are permitted. You need to gather information from 
available sources, assess the information quality, and put it together in a submission 
based on your own processing of the content. The submission must reflect your 
individual level of knowledge. 

● For assignments where it is relevant to use sources and citations, it is important that 
you do this properly so that you are not suspected of cheating. Read more about 
sources and citations. 

● You have to read UiO's upload assignment student guide 
● You have to read IFI’s rules about cheating on exams. 

  

Digital hand drawings and formulas 

● Question 1a requires you to submit a graph. If you want to submit a hand-drawing, 
you are free to use your preferred tools (scanning, cellphone-camera etc) as long as 
everything is readable and delivered as an image file or PDF.  You can of course 
also use a drawing programme, LaTeX, etc. 

● Check out MN's/UiO's recommended solutions for digital hand drawings spring 2020.  
● Sections 4 and 5 require some mathematical formulae.  You can use ASCII art, or 

Manchester syntax as in other years.  But you can also submit your answers in a 

https://www.uio.no/tjenester/it/lagring-samarbeid/apne-dokformater/pdf/
https://www.uio.no/tjenester/it/lagring-samarbeid/apne-dokformater/pdf/
https://www.uio.no/studier/eksamen/kildebruk/
https://www.uio.no/studier/eksamen/kildebruk/
https://www.uio.no/studier/eksamen/innlevering/levere-besvarelsen/levere-filopplasting.html
https://www.mn.uio.no/ifi/studier/beskjeder/fusk-ved-eksamen-var-2020.html
https://www.uio.no/studier/eksamen/innlevering/alternativer-for-handtegninger.html


PDF produced with the tool of your choice (possibly handwritten).  If you do this, say 
so clearly in the answer fields, and use question 4j, resp. 5b to upload your PDF. 

  

NB! 

You cannot apply for a postponement of the exam beyond the 7 days the exam is 
held. If you submit a self-notification about illness you will be able to take the 
continuation exam in the courses that offer it, or take the exam the next time the 
course is held (applies to IN1150, IN1000 and ENT1000). 

See: https://www.mn.uio.no/om/hms/koronavirus/eksamen-2020.html (Paragraph 9, 10 
and 11) 

  

Contact: 

● User support for exams in the spring of 2020. 

  

External tools: 

You are free to use external tools to help you solve the problems.  E.g. Protégé to try out 
your OWL axioms, a SPARQL processor to test your SPARQL queries, etc.  But please note 

● it is possible to solve all problems without the help of external tools 
● you will not get assistance from the teachers or tutor if you have difficulties with the 

tools you want to use 

  

About the marking: 

● The exam consists of 5 sections with equal weight, i.e. 20% each. 
● In multiple choice questions (3h, 3i, 4i), you get a negative score for wrong answers, 

but never less than 0 for the whole question. 

  

Good luck!  

https://www.mn.uio.no/om/hms/koronavirus/brukerstotte-og-trosterunde-eksamen-v20.html


Section 1: RDF and OTTR  



Question 1(a) 

Draw an RDF Graph 
Upload a graphical representation of the following RDF triples. 

  

@prefix ex: <http://example.org/> . 

@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> . 

  

ex:inf3060 a ex:BachelorCourse ; 

    ex:courseName "Semantiske teknologier"@no , 

                  "Semantic technologies"@en ; 

    ex:hasInstance [ 

        ex:term ex:spring; 

        ex:year 2019; 

        ex:teacher ex:mg; 

        ex:teacher [foaf:givenName "Jens"] 

    ] ;  

    ex:hasInstance [ 

        ex:term ex:spring; 

        ex:year 2020; 

        ex:teacher ex:mg; 

        ex:teacher ex:omh 

    ] . 

ex:mg a foaf:Person ; 

    foaf:givenName "Martin" . 

You can upload an image, or a PDF or DOC file. 

Maximum marks: 4 

 

 



Answer: 

 

4 points maximum 

● 1 point for 6 resources 
● 1 point for 3 blank nodes (blank node IDs OK, genid:… not) 
● 1 point for 6 literals with types and language tags 

○ If string literals are like “this” and numbers like 2020, that’s OK, that’s 
the correct types in turtle syntax.  Both strings and integers with (or 
without) quotes, is not good. 

● 1 point for 16 edges with labels 

  



Question 1(b) 

OTTR for class declarations 
Create a template ex:Class for creating owl classes. The template should take four 
arguments: 

1. the IRI of the class, mandatory, non-blank 
2. the xsd:string label of the class, mandatory, non-blank 
3. an optional xsd:string comment 
4. an optional list of superclasses 

Declare the parameters of the template so the that above requirements are specified by the 
template signature. 

Example: the instances 
ex:Class( ex:A, "labelA", "commentA", (ex:B, ex:C) ) . 

ex:Class( ex:B, "labelB", none, none ) . 

ex:Class( ex:C, "labelC", "commentC", none ) . 

expand to 

ex:A 

        a                owl:Class ; 

        rdfs:comment     "commentA" ; 

        rdfs:label       "labelA" ; 

        rdfs:subClassOf  ex:B , ex:C . 

ex:B 

        a           owl:Class ; 

        rdfs:label  "labelB" . 

ex:C 

        a             owl:Class ; 

        rdfs:comment  "commentC" ; 

        rdfs:label    "labelC" . 

All templates must be written using syntactically correct stOTTR syntax. 

Maximum marks: 5 

 

 



Answer: 

 
ex:Class [ ! owl:Class ?class, xsd:string ?label, 

? xsd:string ?comment,  

? List<owl:Class> ?superclasses ] :: { 

  ottr:Triple (?class, rdf:type, owl:Class ) , 

  ottr:Triple (?class, rdfs:label, ?label ) , 

  ottr:Triple (?class, rdfs:comment, ?comment ) , 

  cross | ottr:Triple (?class, rdfs:subClassOf, ++?superclasses )  

} . 

 

● Also OK would be to use the standard library, e.g., o-rdf:Type. 
● Also OK would be to use ottr:IRI instead of owl:Class as type. 

Grading: 

–1 points for each error that has to be fixed (cross, optional arguments, syntax, etc) 

 

  



Question 1(c) 

OTTR: find the errors 
The following template library has issues. Fix the template definitions so that the given 
instances expand to the following RDF graph. NB! you may not change the instances or the 
expansion, only the template library. 

  

Template library 
ex:Person[ ! owl:Class ?id, ! ?firstName, !?lastName, 
           xsd:date ?age, ! xsd:string ?email ] :: { 
  ex:Name(?id, ?firstName, ?lastName) . 
  ottr:Triple(foaf:age, ?age) . 
} 
ex:Name [ ! ottr:IRI ?id, ! xsd:string ?firstName, xsd:string ?lastName,  
          xsd:string ?nickName ] { 
  ottr:Triple(?id, foaf:firstName, ?firstName) 
  ottr:Triple(?id, foaf:lastName, ?lastName) 
  ottr:Triple(?id, foaf:nickName, ?nickName) 
} 

 

Instances 
ex:Person(ex:Ada, "Ada", "Jones", 29, <email:ada.jones@example.com>) . 
ex:Person(ex:Bob, "Bob", "Jones", 27, "bob.jones@example.com") . 
ex:Person(ex:Carl, "Carl", none, 5, none) . 
ex:Person(ex:Baby, [], none, 0, none) . 
ex:Name(ex:Franco, "Franco", "Baresi", "No. 6") . 
ex:Name(ex:Maradona, none, "Maradona", "No. 10") . 

 

Expanded RDF graph  
ex:Ada 
        foaf:age        29 ; 
        foaf:firstName  "Ada" ; 
        foaf:lastName   "Jones" ; 
        foaf:mbox       <email:ada.jones@example.com> . 
ex:Bob 
        foaf:age        27 ; 
        foaf:firstName  "Bob" ; 
        foaf:lastName   "Jones" ; 



        foaf:mbox       "bob.jones@example.com" . 
ex:Carl 
        foaf:age        5 ; 
        foaf:firstName  "Carl" . 
ex:Baby 
        foaf:age        0 ; 
        foaf:firstName  []  . 
ex:Franco 
        foaf:firstName  "Franco" ; 
        foaf:lastName   "Baresi" ; 
        foaf:nickName   "No. 6" . 
ex:Maradona 
        foaf:lastName  "Maradona" ; 
        foaf:nickName  "No. 10" . 

 

  

All templates must be written using syntactically correct stOTTR syntax. 

Maximum marks: 6 

Answer: 
ex:Person[ ! owl:Class ?id, 

           ? xsd:string ?firstName, ? xsd:string ?lastName, 

           xsd:integer ?age, ? ?email ] :: { 

  ex:Name(?id, ?firstName, ?lastName, none) , 

  ottr:Triple(?id, foaf:age, ?age) , 

  ottr:Triple(?id, foaf:mbox, ?email) 

} . 

 

ex:Name [ ! ottr:IRI ?id, 

          ? xsd:string ?firstName, ? xsd:string ?lastName,  

          ? xsd:string ?nickName ] :: { 

  ottr:Triple(?id, foaf:firstName, ?firstName) , 

  ottr:Triple(?id, foaf:lastName, ?lastName) , 

  ottr:Triple(?id, foaf:nickName, ?nickName) 

} . 

 

The template definitions have the following problems: 

Syntactic errors: 

● Templates must end with "." 
● Pattern instances must be separated by "," 
● Signature and pattern must be separated by "::" 



Optionals: 

● ex:Name ?firstName must be optional due to Maradona. 
● ?lastName must be optional in both templates due to Baby. 
● ?email must be optional in both ex:Person due to Baby and Carl. 
● ex:Name ?nickName must optional due to its use in ex:Person 

Non-blanks: 

● ?firstName in both templates cannot be non-blank due to Baby. 
● ex:Person ?lastName cannot be non-blank due to Carl. 

Types: 

● ex:Person ?email too strongly typed, must accept both string and IRI, set to default 
rdfs:Resource. 

● ex:Person ?age type must allow xsd:integer 
● Type error between ?firstName / ?lastName in templates. Either weaken type in 

ex:Name to rdfs:Resource, or set type in ex:Person to xsd:string. 

Template errors: 

● ottr:Triple(foaf:age, ?age) only 2 arguments, should be ottr:Triple(?id, foaf:age, ?age) 
● ex:Name(?id, ?firstName, ?lastName) only 3 arguments, should be ex:Name(?id, 

?firstName, ?lastName, none) 

Template definition: 

● foaf:mbox is missing, add ottr:Triple(?id, foaf:mbox, ?email) to ex:Person 

A correct set of definitions is: 

 

Grading: 

–1 points for each error that has to be fixed (cross, optional arguments, syntax, etc) 

 

  



Question 1(d) 

OTTR: All the Same 
Create a template with the IRI ex:equivalenceSet and with a single parameter that accepts a 
list of IRIs as argument. The result of expanding instances of this templates must be an RDF 
graph with owl:sameAs relationships between all the members of the input argument list. 

Example: the template instance 
ex:equivalenceSet( ( ex:A, ex:B, ex:C ) ) . 

expands to this RDF graph: 

ex:A  owl:sameAs  ex:A , ex:B , ex:C . 

ex:B  owl:sameAs  ex:A , ex:B , ex:C . 

ex:C  owl:sameAs  ex:A , ex:B , ex:C . 

Maximum marks: 5 
 
Answer: 
 

ex:equivalenceSet [ List<ottr:IRI> ?set ] :: { 

  cross | ottr:Triple (++?set, owl:sameAs, ++?set)  

} . 

Grading: 

–2 points for each error that has to be fixed (cross, optional arguments, syntax, etc) 

  



Section 2: SPARQL 
In this section, you can use the following namespaces: 

sd - http://social.distancing.org/ 
person - http://person.example.org/ 
xsd -  http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema# 
rdfs -  http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# 
rdf - http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns# 

and the following RDFS classes and properties: 

sd:Room - The class of all rooms. 
sd:Building - The class of all buildings.  Rooms are in buildings. 
sd:Person - The class of persons. 
sd:Presence - The class of all “presences.”  A presence describes that a person is in a 
room at some time. 

sd:presInRoom - relationship between a Presence and a room. 
sd:presOfPerson - relationship between a Presence and the person present. 
sd:presStart - relationship between a Presence and the xsd:dateTime when it starts 
sd:presEnd - relationship between a Presence and the xsd:dateTime when it stops 
sd:capacity - relationship between a room or building and the maximal number of people it 
is designed for (and xsd:integer) 
sd:roomInBuilding - relationship between a room and the building it is in 
sd:name - Relationship between something/someone (person, room, building) and a string 
denoting its name  

NOTE: we assume that every presence has both end and start time. 

  

Below are some example triples: 

 
@prefix sd:    <http://social.distancing.org/> . 

@prefix rdf:   <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 

@prefix person: <http://person.example.org/> . 

@prefix xsd:   <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> . 

@prefix rdfs:  <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 

  

http://social.distancing.org/
http://person.example.org/
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#


### Persons 

person:hook  a   sd:Person ; 

        sd:name  "Captain Hook" . 

person:smee  a   sd:Person ; 

        sd:name  "Mr. Smee" . 

person:peter  a  sd:Person ; 

        sd:name  "Peter Pan" . 

person:wendy  a  sd:Person ; 

        sd:name  "Wendy" . 

 

### Buildings 

sd:KN   a            sd:Building ; 

        sd:capacity  250 ; 

        sd:name      "Kristen Nygaards Hus" . 

sd:OJD  a            sd:Building ; 

        sd:capacity  1234 ; 

        sd:name      "Ole-Johan Dahls Hus" . 

 

### Rooms 

sd:OJDAssembler  a         sd:Room ; 

        sd:capacity        40 ; 

        sd:name            "OJD Datastue Assembler" ; 

        sd:roomInBuilding  sd:OJD . 

sd:OJDPostscript  a        sd:Room ; 

        sd:capacity        36 ; 

        sd:name            "OJD Seminarrom Postscript" ; 

        sd:roomInBuilding  sd:OJD . 

 

sd:KNStoreAud  a           sd:Room ; 

        sd:capacity        174 ; 

        sd:name            "KN Store Auditorium" ; 

        sd:roomInBuilding  sd:KN . 

 

sd:KNLilleAud  a           sd:Room ; 

        sd:capacity        98 ; 

        sd:name            "KN Lille Auditorium" ; 

        sd:roomInBuilding  sd:KN . 

### Presences 

[ a                sd:Presence ; 

  sd:presEnd       "2020-05-18T18:30:00"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

  sd:presInRoom    sd:OJDPostscript ; 

  sd:presOfPerson  person:peter ; 

  sd:presStart     "2020-05-18T17:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime 

] . 



[ a                sd:Presence ; 

  sd:presEnd       "2020-05-18T17:30:00"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

  sd:presInRoom    sd:OJDPostscript ; 

  sd:presOfPerson  person:smee ; 

  sd:presStart     "2020-05-18T16:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime 

] . 

[ a                sd:Presence ; 

  sd:presEnd       "2020-05-17T16:30:00"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

  sd:presInRoom    sd:OJDPostscript ; 

  sd:presOfPerson  person:hook ; 

  sd:presStart     "2020-05-17T08:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime 

] . 

[ a                sd:Presence ; 

  sd:presEnd       "2020-05-18T16:30:00"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

  sd:presInRoom    sd:OJDPostscript ; 

  sd:presOfPerson  person:hook ; 

  sd:presStart     "2020-05-18T08:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime 

] . 

[ a                sd:Presence ; 

  sd:presEnd       "2020-05-18T18:30:00"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

  sd:presInRoom    sd:OJDPostscript ; 

  sd:presOfPerson  person:wendy ; 

  sd:presStart     "2020-05-18T18:20:00"^^xsd:dateTime 

] . 

[ a                sd:Presence ; 

  sd:presEnd       "2020-05-19T17:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

  sd:presInRoom    sd:KNLilleAud ; 

  sd:presOfPerson  person:peter ; 

  sd:presStart     "2020-05-19T16:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime 

] . 

[ a                sd:Presence ; 

  sd:presEnd       "2020-05-19T16:30:00"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

  sd:presInRoom    sd:OJDPostscript ; 

  sd:presOfPerson  person:peter ; 

  sd:presStart     "2020-05-19T08:00:00"^^xsd:dateTime 

] . 

  

  



Question 2(a) 

Rooms in Building 
Write a SPARQL query that lists the name of every room in the building sd:OJD 

Maximum marks: 3 

 

Answer: 

 
PREFIX sd: <http://social.distancing.org/> 

SELECT DISTINCT ?rName WHERE { 

  [] a sd:Room ;  

    sd:roomInBuilding sd:OJD ; 

    sd:name ?rName . 

} 

 
Points are mostly for writing an acceptable basic graph pattern. 
-1 point for not using IRI or qName sd:OJD 
-1 point for output of room IRI instead of name 
-0.5 point for no type on blank node 
-1 point for syntax errors like missing triple termination 

 

  



Question 2(b) 

People in many places 
Find people who are registered in two different rooms at the same time. 

List only the name of the person, and don’t list the same person several times.  

HINT: This will be the case if the time intervals for presences in two rooms overlap. 

Two time intervals [startA, endA] and [startB, endB] overlap if and only if  

(startA <= endB) and (endA >= startB) 

Maximum marks: 3 

Answer: 

 
PREFIX sd: <http://social.distancing.org/> 

 

SELECT DISTINCT ?pName WHERE { 

 

?p a sd:Person ; sd:name ?pName . 

 

[] a sd:Presence ; 

  sd:presOfPerson ?p ; 

  sd:presInRoom ?ra ; 

  sd:presStart ?startA ; 

  sd:presEnd ?endA . 

 

[] a sd:Presence ; 

  sd:presOfPerson ?p ; 

  sd:presInRoom ?rb ; 

  sd:presStart ?startB ; 

  sd:presEnd ?endB . 

 

  FILTER(?ra != ?rb) 

  FILTER (?startA <= ?endB && ?startB <= ?endA) 

} 

 

Points are mostly for handling same person vs different rooms. 
 
-1 point for person IRI instead of name 
-0.5 point for no type on persons and presences 
-1 point for syntax errors like missing triple termination 
-1 point for not getting overlapping intervals right (despite the hint 
-0.5 point for missing DISTINCT 



Question 2(c) 

Capacities 
Rooms have capacities and buildings have capacities.  The idea is that we are not supposed 
to full every room to its limit.  The capacity of every building should be less or equal to the 
sum of the capacities of its rooms. 

Write a SPARQL query that lists the name of every building that has a higher capacity than 
the sum of the capacities of its rooms. 

Maximum marks: 3 

Solution: 
PREFIX sd: <http://social.distancing.org/> 

 

SELECT ?bname WHERE { 

 

[] a sd:Room ; 

 

 sd:capacity ?rCap ; 

 

 sd:roomInBuilding  

        [ a sd:Building; sd:name ?bname ; sd:capacity ?bCap ] . 

 

} 

GROUP BY ?bname ?bCap 

HAVING (sum(?rCap) <= ?bCap) 

 
Points are for aggregation, including SUM(…), GROUP BY, HAVING 
 
-1 point for building IRI instead of name 
-0.5 point for no type on rooms and buildings 
-1 point for syntax errors like missing triple termination 
No deduction for selecting also the numbers (instead of aggregating inside HAVING) 
 

 

 

  



Question 2(d) 

Possible Infection 
If two people are in the same room for at least 15 minutes, they might infect each other.  We 
want to create a new graph which contains triples like person:A sd:mightInfect person:B 
for any persons that were in the same room for at least 15 minutes. 

Write a SPARQL query that produces these triples.  It is OK if triples are included in both 
directions (e.g. also person:B sd:mightInfect person:A) 

HINTS: 

● Two intervals [startA, endA] and [startB, endB] overlap by at least a duration d if and 
only if 
(endA-startA), (endB-startA), (endA-startB), (endB-startB) all are at least d. 

● You may assume that the SPARQL processor supports computing with durations like 
Jena Fuseki does.  E.g. to check that ?end is at least 15 minutes after ?start, you can 
write 
FILTER(?end-?start >= "PT15M"^^xsd:duration) 

● You can use BIND ( someFormula AS ?x) to compute intermediate values, to make 
the query easier to read and write. 

Maximum marks: 4 

Solution: 
PREFIX sd: <http://social.distancing.org/> 

PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> 

 

CONSTRUCT { 

  ?p1 sd:mightInfect ?p2 . 

} WHERE { 

 

?r a sd:Room . 

?p1 a sd:Person . 

?p2 a sd:Person . 

 

[] a sd:Presence ; 

  sd:presOfPerson ?p1 ; 

  sd:presInRoom ?r ; 

  sd:presStart ?startA ; 

  sd:presEnd ?endA . 

 

[] a sd:Presence ; 

  sd:presOfPerson ?p2 ; 

  sd:presInRoom ?r ; 



  sd:presStart ?startB ; 

  sd:presEnd ?endB . 

 

  FILTER(?p1 != ?p2) 

  FILTER (?startA <= ?endB && ?startB <= ?endA) 

  BIND ((?endA-?startA) AS ?dur1) 

  BIND ((?endB-?startA) AS ?dur2) 

  BIND ((?endA-?startB) AS ?dur3) 

  BIND ((?endB-?startB) AS ?dur4) 

  BIND ("PT15M"^^xsd:duration AS ?maxDur) 

  FILTER( ?dur1 >= ?maxDur && ?dur2 >= ?maxDur && ?dur3 >= ?maxDur 

&& ?dur4 >= ?maxDur) 

} 

 

Points are for making a CONSTRUCT query and handling the complexity of the 
question 
-2 points for SELECT instead of CONSTRUCT 
-0.5 point for missing types 
-1 point for syntax errors like missing triple termination 
-1 for not checking that it’s two different people 
 

  



Question 2(e) 

Rooms and Times 
Write a SPARQL query that for every room lists the times someone entered or left that room. 

The output should have two columns: 

?roomName ?time 

"KN Lille Auditorium" 2020-05-19T16:00:00 

"KN Lille Auditorium" 2020-05-19T17:00:00 

"OJD Seminarrom Postscript" 2020-05-17T08:00:00 

"OJD Seminarrom Postscript" 2020-05-17T16:30:00 

… … 

 

The output should be ordered first by rooms, then by time. 

Maximum marks: 3 

Answer: 
PREFIX sd: <http://social.distancing.org/> 

PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> 

 

SELECT ?rName ?time  WHERE { 

  ?p a sd:Presence ; 

    sd:presInRoom [ sd:name ?rName ]. 

  

  { 

    ?p sd:presStart ?time . 

  } UNION  

  { 

    ?p sd:presEnd ?time . 

  } 

  

  

} 

ORDER BY ?rName ?time 

 

 



Alternatively: 
SELECT ?rName ?time  WHERE { 

  ?p a sd:Presence ; 

    sd:presInRoom [ sd:name ?rName ]. 

  

  ?p sd:presStart|sd:presEnd ?time . 

} 

ORDER BY ?rName ?time 

 
 
 
Points are mostly for seeing that a UNION is needed to get the start and end times in 
the same column (or a union property path) as well as ordering right 
 
-0.5 point for no type on presences 
-1 point for syntax errors like missing triple termination 
-1 point for missing ORDER BY 
 

 

  



Question 2(f) 

Who was there? 
Extend the previous query to add a column with the names of everybody present at these 
times. 

The output should have three columns: 

?roomName ?time ?who 

"KN Lille Auditorium" 2020-05-19T16:00:00 "Peter Pan" 

"KN Lille Auditorium" 2020-05-19T17:00:00 
  

"OJD Seminarrom Postscript" 2020-05-17T08:00:00 "Captain Hook" 

"OJD Seminarrom Postscript" 2020-05-17T16:30:00 
  

"OJD Seminarrom Postscript" 2020-05-18T08:00:00 "Captain Hook" 

"OJD Seminarrom Postscript" 2020-05-18T16:00:00 "Captain Hook, Mr. Smee" 

… … … 

The output should be ordered first by rooms, then by time. 

HINTS: 
● The room and time columns are the same as in the last query.  You only need to add 

the information of who is there at that point in time 
● Note that you have to list the room and time even when there is no longer anybody in 

the room. 
● Assume that persons are already present at the start time of their presence, and are 

no longer present at the end time.  E.g. for row two above, the end time of Peter’s 
presence is 17:00.  The "?who" column says nobody is there anymore at 17:00, 
meaning that he just left.  Row one lists Peter as present even though he only just 
came through the door. 

● For building a list of names, use the GROUP_CONCAT aggregation.  

Maximum marks: 4  



Answer: 
 
PREFIX sd: <http://social.distancing.org/> 

PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> 

 

SELECT ?rName ?time (GROUP_CONCAT(?pName; separator=", ") as ?who) 

WHERE { 

 

  { 

    [] a sd:Presence ; 

    sd:presInRoom ?room ; 

    sd:presStart ?time . 

  } UNION  

  { 

    [] a sd:Presence ; 

    sd:presInRoom ?room ; 

    sd:presEnd ?time . 

  } 

  

  ?room sd:name ?rName . 

  

  OPTIONAL {[] a sd:Presence ; 

    sd:presInRoom ?room ; 

    sd:presOfPerson [sd:name ?pName] ; 

sd:presStart ?startA ; 

 sd:presEnd   ?endA ; 

    FILTER (?startA <= ?time && ?time < ?endA) 

  } 

} 

GROUP BY ?rName ?time 

ORDER BY ?rName ?time 

 
Points are mostly for handling the complexity of the problem (though the previous 
question should help), using GROUP_CONCAT correctly, and using OPTIONAL in 
case nobody is left in a room. 
 
-0.5 point for no type on transactions 
-1 point for syntax errors like missing triple termination 
-0.5 point for missing or wrong ORDER BY 
-1 point for not handling empty rooms 

 

 

  



Section 3: RDFS Inferences 
  

Assume we have the following prefixes: 

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> . 

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> . 

@prefix : <http://www.ifi.uio.no/logistics#> . 

  

and let Γ be the following set of (turtle) triples 

describing the shipment of mail, parcels and containers using different carriers. 

  

(1) :Mail rdfs:subClassOf :ShippingItem . 

(2) :Parcel rdfs:subClassOf :ShippingItem . 

(3) :Container rdfs:subClassOf :ShippingItem . 

        

(4) :Plane rdfs:subClassOf :Carrier . 

(5) :Truck rdfs:subClassOf :Carrier . 

(6) :Ship rdfs:subClassOf :Carrier . 

        

(7) :onPlane rdfs:subPropertyOf :onCarrier . 

(8) :onShip rdfs:subPropertyOf :onCarrier . 

(9) :onTruck rdfs:subPropertyOf :onCarrier . 

        

(10) :onCarrier rdfs:domain :ShippingItem . 

(11) :onCarrier rdfs:range :Carrier . 

        

(12) :onPlane rdfs:domain :Mail . 



(13) :onPlane rdfs:range :Plane . 

        

(14) :onShip rdfs:domain :Container . 

(15) :onShip rdfs:range :Ship . 

        

(16) :onTruck rdfs:domain :ShippingItem . 

(17) :onTruck rdfs:range :Truck . 

        

(18) :itemA :onTruck :AB1334 . 

(19) :itemB :onShip :neopanamax . 

(20) :itemC :onCarrier :DB9797 . 

(21) :itemD :onPlane :boeing747 . 

        

  

You can use the numbers in the leftmost column to reference the triples in your derivations 
in the following exercises. 

  



Question 3(a) 

type container 
For the triple 

  

:itemB  rdf:type              :Container . 

  

either give a derivation from Γ using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain why 
this is not possible if no such derivation exists. 

Maximum marks: 2 

Answer: 
 

1. :itemB :onShip :neopanamax. P (19) 

2. :onShip rdfs:domain :Container. P (14) 

3. :itemB rdf:type :Container. rdfs2(1,2) 

-1 point for not pointing to the correct premises  
-1 point for not applying the rdfs2-rule 

 

  



 

Question 3(b) 

item onCarrier 
For the triple 

  

:itemA  :onCarrier  :AB1334 . 

  

either give a derivation from Γ using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain why 
this is not possible if no such derivation exists. 

Maximum marks: 2 

Answer: 

1. :itemA :onTruck :AB1334. P(18) 

2. :onTruck rdfs:subPropertyOf :onCarrier. (9) 

3. :itemA :onCarrier :AB1334 rdfs7(1,2) 

- 1 point for not stating the correct premises 
- 1 point for not applying the rdfs7 rule 

  



Question 3(c) 

type truck 
For the triple 

  

:DB9797       rdf:type :Truck . 

  

either give a derivation from Γ using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain why 
this is not possible if no such derivation exists. 

Maximum marks: 2 
 

Answer: 

This is not possible to derive. 

+ 1 point for the correct conclusion (it is not possible) 
+ 1 point for giving a good reason. Either say that we only know that this is a carrier 
(and cannot deduce what type of carrier it is) or just state that we don’t have enough 
information in our triples to derive this. 

  



Question 3(d) 

two triples 
Does the Γ entail these two triples? 

  

:_x rdfs:type :Mail . 

:_x :onPlane :_y . 

  

either give a derivation from Γ using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain why 
this is not possible if no such derivation exists. 

Maximum marks: 3 
 
Answer: 

1 :itemD :onPlane :boieing747. (21) 

2 :onPlane rdfs:domain :Mail. (12) 

3 itemD rdfs:type:Mail (rdfs2, 12, 21) 

4 _:x rdfs:type :Mail (SE2) 

5 _:x :onPlane :boeing747 (SE2) 

6 _:x :onPlane _:y (SE1) 

+ 1 point for pointing to the correct premises and applying the rdfs2 rule 
+ 1 point for the correct application of the se2-rule (0.5 for each if applied twice as in 
the solution) 
+ 1 point for the correct use of the se1-rule 
- 1 point if the se-rules are used correctly, but the naming of the rules is wrong 

  



Question 3(e) 

domain ShippingItem 
For the triple  

:onPlane  rdfs:domain    :ShippingItem . 

either give a derivation from Γ using the rules of RDFS and simple entailment or explain why 
this is not possible if no such derivation exists. 

Maximum marks: 2 
 
Answer: 

This is not possible to derive (even though it is semantically entailed) 

+ 1 point for the correct conclusion (it is not possible) 
+ 1 point for giving a good reason. The student need only say that there is no rule, the 
exercise does not ask about entailment. 

 

  



Question 3(f) 

entailment and derivability 
Explain (short) the difference between entailment and derivability 

Maximum marks: 1 
 
Answer: 

Entailment is related to meaning/semantics, defined by the model semantics. 
Derivability is about mechanical manipulation of formulas using a set of rules. 

+ 1 point if the the exercise mention that entailment is about meaning/semantic and 
derivability something about rules/mechanic manipulation is mentioned. 
0.5 points if only one of the terms is explained correctly 
 

  



Question 3(g) 

disjointness 
How would you model that the two classes A and B are disjoint using RDFS? Give a short 
explanation. 

 

Maximum marks: 1 
Answer: 

It is not possible to express disjointness using RDFS (it can, however, be done using 
OWL) 

+ 1 point for mentioning that this is not really possible 

  



Question 3(h) 

RDFS reasoning true/false 
Are the following statements true or false. Tick the correct answer. 

You get 1 point for each correct answer and -1 point for incorrect answer (but never less 
than 0 for the whole question). 

We need entailment rules because the simplified RDFS model semantic is incomplete. 

● False 

RDFS contains features that make backward reasoning impossible. 

● No 

Forward chaining is beneficial if you have data with frequent updates. 

● No 

RDFS entailment is monotonic 

● True 

Maximum marks: 4 

Automatically graded  



Question 3(i) 

Open and closed world semantics 
Are the following statements true or false? Tick the correct answer. 

You get 1 point for each correct answer and -1 point for incorrect answer (but never less 
than 0 for the whole question). 

Open World semantics is better suited to the Semantic Web than Closed World 
semantics 

● True 

Open World semantics assumes that we have complete knowledge 

● False  

Speaking of aggregations (e.g., count and average) generally does not make sense 
with open world semantics 

● True 

Maximum marks: 3 

Automatically graded  



Section 4: Description Logic and OWL 
  

In the following exercises you can use Manchester syntax to write axioms in Description 
Logic (DL). The conversion between DL syntax and Manchester syntax is given in the 
following table. 

 

You can also upload the answer the DL exercises as a (singe) PDF file. If you choose to 
answer a particular exercise using a PDF, you should explicitly say so (e.g., see PDF). 

  



Classes, Properties and Individuals 
This is the relevant vocabulary for Section 4 

Use only the following classes and properties in your answers: 

Classes: 

● Person 
● Employee 
● ProjectManager 
● Company 
● Project 
● MultiCompanyProject 
● LargeScaleProject 

Properties/roles: 

● employedBy 
● employs 
● runsProject 
● isAssignedToProject 
● isResponsibleForProject 

 

Companies run projects and employ persons. 

 

There should have been a property hasBudget.  This was answered during the exam. 

 

  



Question 4(a) 

Company and Project 
A company is not a project 

  

Specify this statement as DL axiom (use DL or Manchester OWL syntax). 

  

Maximum marks: 1 

Answer: 

 

+ 1 point for a disjointness axiom 

 

  



Question 4(b) 

Employee 
An employee is precisely a person that is employed by a company 

  

Specify this statement as DL axiom (use DL or Manchester OWL syntax). 

  

Maximum marks: 2 
 

Answer: 

 
 

- 1 point if Person (and) is missing 
- 1 point if the axiom type is wrong (used subclass instead of equivalence) or missing 
- 1 point for wrong quantifier 
- 1 for each missing or excessive symbol/element 

  



Question 4(c) 

Responsible is also assigned 
If someone is responsible for a project, then he/she  is also assigned to the project 

  

Specify this statement as DL axiom (use DL or Manchester OWL syntax). 

  

Maximum marks: 1 
 
Answer: 

 
 

+ 1 point for correct subproperty axiom 

  



Question 4(d) 

Employed by and employs 
If a company employs someone, then that person is employed by that company and the 
other way around 

Specify this statement as DL axiom (use DL or Manchester OWL syntax). 

  

Maximum marks: 2 
 
Answer: 

 
 

- 1 point for incorrect axiom type (subproperty) or missing unless the student gives 
two axioms with subsumption both ways (that is equivalent) 

 

  



Question 4(e) 

project manager 
Every project has one and only one project manager 

  

Specify this statement as DL axiom (use DL or Manchester OWL syntax). 

  

Maximum marks: 2 
 
Answer: 

 
 

Also accepting some of the other properties and classes as this was not very clear in 
the exercise: 
* Project subclassof (inverse runsProject) exactly 1 ProjectManager 
* Project subclassof (inverse isAssignedTo) exactly 1 ProjectManager 
* Project subclassof (inverse isResponsibleForProject) exactly 1 Person 
 
Not deducting point if the student use equivalence, this seems to be a possibility 

-1 point for not including the axiom type 
-1 point for incorrect use of quantifier (while allowing the student to confuse the 
positions of the DL-syntax quantifier and the Manchester syntax quantifier) 
-1 point for missing the inverse (or using another incorrect property) 
-2 points for NOT using any property with the quantifier 
-1 point for each other missing or excessive symbol/element 

 

  



Question 4(f) 

multi-company project 
A multi-company project is defined as a project that is run by more than one company. 

Specify this statement as DL axiom (use DL or Manchester OWL syntax). 

  

Maximum marks: 3 

 
Answer: 

 
- 1 point for not including Project (and the conjunction) 
- 1 point for incorrect use of quantifier (while allowing the student to confuse the 
positions of the DL-syntax quantifier and the Manchester syntax quantifier) 
- 1 point for not including inverse (or using another incorrect property) 
- 1 for wrong axiom type (i.e., using subsumption) or not including axiom type at all 
-1 point for each other missing or excessive symbol/element 

  



Question 4(g) 

large-scale project 
A project is a large-scale project if and only if it has at least 200 employees assigned to it 
and a budget of at least 10 million (10 000 000) 

Specify this statement as DL axiom (use DL or Manchester OWL syntax). 

  

Maximum marks: 4 

Answer: 

 
 

If it is clear that the student did not get the information about the hasBudget-property, 
we do not deduct any points for this part of the axiom to account for this. Most 
students have, however, got this property. 

- 1 point for not including Project (and the conjunction) 
- 1 point for wrong axiom type (i.e., subclass) or missing axiom type 
- 1 point for not using inverse (or using another incorrect property) 
- 1 point for incorrect use of quantifier (while allowing the student to confuse the 
positions of the DL-syntax quantifier and the Manchester syntax quantifier) 
-1 point for each other missing or excessive symbol/element 
-1 point for incorrect use of data range 
 

  



Question 4(h) 

sameAs 
Why do we need the owl:sameAs and owl:differentFrom axioms in OWL (and not in common 
database systems)? 

Fill in your answer here 

  

Maximum marks: 2 

+ 1 point for mentioning (or describing clearly) the non-unique name assumption. 
+ 1 point for EITHER explaining the motivation for each of the axioms OR contrasting 
with db-systems that do have a unique name assumption. (but max 2 points) 

  



Question 4(i) 

div 
Select the correct answer. You get 1 point for each correct answer and -1 point for incorrect 
answer (but never less than 0 for the whole question.). 

 A datatype property can be declared to be 

● neither of these 

 The OWL hasKey axiom: 

● Apply only to explicitly named individuals 

OWL 2 punning: 

● Allows us to use the same URI both as an individual and a class. 

Maximum marks: 3 

  



Section 5: RDF and OWL semantics, 
SHACL 
  

For writing OWL or DL expressions, you can use the Manchester syntax, see the table in 
Section 4.  You can also upload your answer as a PDF file. 

  



Question 5(a) 

Constraints and Axioms 
The OWL axiom 

Person ⊑ ∃hasMother.⊤ 

expresses that every person has at least one mother.  It may or may not be true in an 
interpretation. 

In a constraint language, e.g. in SHACL, we can say something similar: 
:PersonShape 

a sh:NodeShape ; 

sh:targetClass :Person ; 

sh:property [ 

sh:path :hasMother ; 

sh:minCount 1  

] . 

This may or may not be satisfied by a set of RDF triples. 

In this question, you will show that the OWL axiom and the constraint mean very different 
things.  Assuming the simplified DL semantics for RDF from the lecture: 

A. (10 credits) Please give a set of triples A1 and a DL-interpretation I1 such that  

● I1 ⊨ Person ⊑ ∃hasMother.⊤ 
● I1 ⊨ A1 
● A1 does not satisfy the given SHACL constraint. 

B. (10 credits) Please give a set of triples A2 and a DL-interpretation I2 such that  

● I2 ⊭ Person ⊑ ∃hasMother.⊤ 
● I2 ⊨ A2 

● A2 satisfies the given SHACL constraint. 

HINT: you won’t need the RDFS vocabulary (range/domain/subClassOf/subPropertyOf) in 
A1 and A2, only "normal" instance-to-instance triples r(i1,i2) and rdf:type triples C(i). 

Maximum marks: 20 



Answer: 
 
A) 
 
In order to not satisfy the SHACL constraint, A1 has to contain at least one resource of type 
:Person, but without a mother given.  Let’s take the single triple 
 
A1={:𝖺𝖽𝖺𝗆 𝗋𝖽𝖿:𝗍𝗒𝗉𝖾 :𝖯𝖾𝗋𝗌𝗈𝗇} 
 
For I1 we need to have a mother for :adam, to make the axiom true.  E.g. 
 
ΔI1={a,m} 
:𝖺𝖽𝖺𝗆I1 = a 
:𝖯𝖾𝗋𝗌𝗈𝗇I1 = {a} 
:𝗁𝖺𝗌𝖬𝗈𝗍𝗁𝖾𝗋I1 = {⟨a,m⟩} 
 
In this interpretation, every person has a mother.  Also :adam is a person so I1 ⊨ A1. And the 
SHACL constraint is not satisfied, since A1 gives no mother for :adam. 
 
 
Notes: 
 

● We didn’t include m in the interpretation of :Person, so we do not need to include a 
mother for m. 

● Another solution would be to include only one element in the domain, and make 
:adam his own mother. 

 
B) 
 
If we choose an empty set of triples for A2, then the SHACL constraint is satisfied, since 
there are no targets for the constraint.  Moreover I2 ⊨ A2, no matter which interpretation we 
use. So we use: 
 
A2 = ∅ 
 
It remains to describe an interpretation I2 that does not make the axiom true.  For this, there 
has to be at least one domain element that has no mother in I2.  E.g. the following will do: 
 
ΔI2 = {x} 
:𝖯𝖾𝗋𝗌𝗈𝗇I2 = {x} 
:𝗁𝖺𝗌𝖬𝗈𝗍𝗁𝖾𝗋I2 = ∅ 
 
Notes: 
 

● Neither the OWL axiom nor A2 name any individuals, so we don’t need to interpret 
any like in part A. 



● Other solutions are possible, e.g. with non-empty A2. But any resource :x with type 
:Person in A2 will have to be given a mother due to the SHACL constraint.  And since 
I2 ⊨ A2, the interpretation of :x will also have a mother in I2. So any I2  that answers the 
question correctly will have to have an element in :𝖯𝖾𝗋𝗌𝗈𝗇I2  that is not the 
interpretation of anything in A2. 

  
10 points for each part.  The main ingredients in each are: 

● Describing an interpretation accurately (1 point) 
● Giving a set of triples (1 point) 
● The interpretation satisfies (or not) the OWL axiom as required (3 points) 
● The interpretation satisfies the triples (2 points) 
● The triples satisfy (or not) the SHACL constraint as required (3 points) 

 

 


